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S E N T I N E L

THE CENTER FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

AND SUSCEPTIBILITY
at the UNC-Chapel Hill 
School of Public Health 

is one of 22 centers funded
by the National Institute 
of Environmental Health
Sciences to help improve
our understanding of the
environmental and genetic
determinants of disease in

different populations,
enhance knowledge about
how toxic chemicals affect
humans, and reduce the 

burden of environmentally
related disease.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
on the research

taking place at the 
UNC-Chapel Hill CEHS,

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
at www.sph.unc.edu/cehs/

DR. LEENA NYLANDER-FRENCH
wanted a grant from the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) to
develop methods to measure 
skin exposure to potentially toxic 
isocyanates — compounds found 
in spray-painting operations like
those used to paint cars or air-
planes. She knew that extra data
would strengthen her grant pro-
posal and increase her chances 
of federal funding. So the associ-
ate professor of environmental
sciences and engineering at
UNC-Chapel Hill took advantage
of a special program offered by
the Center for Environmental
Health and Susceptibility that
provides seed grants to begin
new research and help investiga-
tors leverage this initial funding
into larger, outside grants. 

The strategy was successful,
and Nylander-French recently
was awarded a three-year,

$750,000 grant from the Center
for Disease Control’s National
Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health. This grant
will enable Nylander-French to
develop a method for measuring
skin exposure, measure workers’
exposure through inhalation, and
identify a biomarker in the skin
and develop a way to measure
the chemical exposure that
caused it to form. She also
secured a three-year, $240,000
grant from the American
Chemistry Council to support
this work.

The initial grant from the
CEHS Pilot Projects Program
enabled Nylander-French, a
member of the center’s toxicoki-
netic susceptibility core, to 
lay the groundwork for develop-
ing this method for measuring
workers’ skin exposure to iso-
cyanates. These grants 

Our priority in the CEHS Pilot
Projects Program is to assist junior

investigators at UNC in getting 
fundable grants out the door.
— Dr. Marilie Gammon, Deputy Director, UNC-Chapel Hill CEHS

CEHS P i lo t  Grants  He lp
Jump-Star t  Research
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are very helpful for UNC
researchers, she notes. “It really
gives us a chance to jump-start
our projects and obtain extra data
that usually is required for the
NIH applications. In my case,
this has accelerated a year’s
work that would have otherwise
gone into the federal grant.”

One of the key components
of the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences’
grant to establish the Center 
for Environmental Health and
Susceptibility at UNC-Chapel
Hill is “to provide pilot funds 
to help get environmental
research off the ground,”
explains Dr. Marilie Gammon,
deputy director of the CEHS. 

Each year, after a competi-
tive, comprehensive review
process that includes evaluation
of candidates’ research proposals
by experts at UNC and by scien-
tific advisors around the country,
the Center awards a handful of
pilot grants for up to $15,000 
per project to researchers at
UNC-Chapel Hill. The goal of
the Pilot Projects Program is 

to stimulate innovative and 
collaborative research related 
to environmental health and 
susceptibility issues by providing
short-term funding to collect 
preliminary data or demonstrate
the feasibility of an idea.
Investigators strive to parlay
these seed grants into larger
grants from the NIH and other
outside funders. 

“We hope to fund good work
that meets the goals of the
Center,” notes Gammon. “When
researchers apply for federal
funding, those agencies like to
see that some pilot work has
already been done, either to 
support your hypothesis or to
support the feasibility of what
you’re proposing. For junior
investigators, in particular, it 
is difficult to find the money to
generate that kind of pilot work.
Our priority in the Pilot Projects
Program is to assist junior inves-
tigators at UNC in getting fund-
able grants out the door. We also
use these pilot grants to encour-
age more established investiga-
tors in other research areas who

have an interest in applying their
expertise to Center-related
issues. A third area that we’re
interested in promoting is inno-
vative, multidisciplinary efforts
to combine talents in an environ-
mental arena.”

The first of the annual seed
grants were awarded less than
two years ago, and already the
ambitious program is beginning
to bear fruit. “Of the 11 pilot
projects awarded in the last year
and a half, three have already
generated outside grant funding,
and we have had at least nine
publications,” Gammon reports.
“Those are the markers of pro-
duction in science, so those are
very good results. Overall, we
have been very pleased by the
work of our grant recipients.” ■

In the lab, Dr. Leena
Nylander-French refines
methods for measuring 
skin exposure to hazardous
chemicals using a special
tape that is applied to the
skin, then pulled off like 
a bandage.

For details on projects 
currently being funded 

by the Pilot Projects Program,
visit the CEHS website at
http://www.sph.unc.edu
/cehs/research/pp.htm.
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acquire the disease
and others don’t at
a given exposure to
benzene. To better
understand these
issues, Rappaport
and his colleagues
are assessing ben-
zene exposures
among several hun-
dred workers while
simultaneously
measuring ben-
zene’s metabolites
and other products
in their blood and
urine. Such internal
products of a chem-
ical are often
referred to as biomarkers.
Rappaport and collaborators will
compare levels of biomarkers
among people exposed to the same
level of benzene to investigate why
some individuals produce more
metabolites than others. Are genet-
ic differences responsible, or are
other factors involved, such as age,
smoking, drinking, diet, and per-
sonal physiology? 

“All of these things can be
important,” Rappaport notes. “But
such interactions are complicated,
and you need a lot of data to inves-
tigate them. By studying about a
thousand people, we hope to have
sufficient data to accurately relate
biomarker levels with exposure
levels, while controlling for per-
sonal and lifestyle factors.”

Rappaport is also teaming up
with two statisticians in his

research core, Larry Kupper and
Douglas Taylor, to develop new
statistical models to relate environ-
mental exposures to biomarkers.
“Once we understand how chemi-
cals enter the body, how they are
transported and distributed through
the body and how they are metab-
olized, we can use models to 
predict what the biomarker profiles
would look like, given a hypotheti-
cal exposure scenario. 
If validated with actual measure-
ments, such models are very 
helpful in assessing human risks 
of disease.”

“Our research core is rich 
in talents of many different
kinds,” Rappaport says, “and 
my role as core director is to
bring people together to apply
their special tools to solve com-
plex problems.” ■

Behind the  Scenes :  A Peek  in to  the  Lab o f
Env i ronmenta l  Sc ient i s t  S tephen Rappapor t

Dr. Stephen Rappaport, head of the 
toxicokinetic susceptibility core, is working to develop
air samplers that allow members of the general public

to measure their personal exposures to chemicals.

AS HEAD OF THE CENTER’S
toxicokinetic susceptibility core,
Dr. Stephen Rappaport leads a
team of UNC-CH researchers
focusing on contaminants that
exist inside the body following
exposure to chemicals in air,
water, and food. As a professor of
environmental health in UNC’s
Department of Environmental
Sciences and Engineering,
Rappaport has been interested in
such toxicokinetic relationships
for many years. His research core
includes scientists from several
disciplines, including toxicokinet-
ics, exposure assessment, statis-
tics, medicine, and epidemiology.

Much of Rappaport’s work
involves exposures to benzene,
a ubiquitous contaminant found in
gasoline, cigarette smoke, and
most combustion byproducts.
Benzene causes leukemia in
humans, but only after it is metab-
olized into a variety of toxic sub-
stances. Although the
toxic effects of ben-
zene have been studied
for more than a centu-
ry, scientists don’t
yet know which of
benzene’s metabo-
lites are
responsible
for causing
leukemia or
at what levels
of benzene
exposure this cancer
will be observed. It is
also not known why some people
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Connect ing  the  Center ’s  
Work  to  the  Communi ty

FOR TEACHERS:
The COEP has
launched Our
Genes, Our
Environment,
Our Health, a
workshop for
middle and high
school teachers that
focuses on what
scientists know
about the interac-
tions between
our genes and
the environment
that sometimes
develop into dis-
ease. Participants also
explore ethical, legal, and social
issues raised by current genetic
research. The workshop features

nationally tested activities and
information on research taking
place at the CEHS, and is corre-
lated to the N.C. Standard
Course of Study. 

FOR STUDENTS: The COEP 
provides opportunities for 
UNC-Chapel Hill undergraduates
to immerse themselves in envi-
ronmental issues through intern-
ships with community-based
organizations. Last semester,
junior Michelle Sullivan interned
at the Agricultural Resources
Center, where she helped the
nonprofit research nine pesti-
cides cited for the most viola-
tions within North Carolina.
Michelle developed fact sheets 
to educate the public on how to
identify each chemical, its poten-
tial health hazards, and how to
respond if exposed. 

UNC-CH student Michelle Sullivan (right) helped Fawn Pattison (center) 
of the Agricultural Resources Center research and develop fact sheets on 
the nine pesticides cited for the most violations within the state. ERP
Associate Director Kathleen Gray (left) and Dr. Louise Ball (not pictured)
served as mentors on this project. 

OVER THE PAST YEAR, THE
CEHS Community Outreach 
and Education Program (COEP)
has developed and launched 
a number of activities and 
workshops. 

“Our goal is to ensure that 
the work taking place at the
CEHS is understandable and 
useful to the citizens of North
Carolina,” COEP Director
Frances Lynn explains. “It is
exciting to have the opportunity
to translate the groundbreaking
work of our scientists so that
teachers, community organiza-
tions, and others can benefit from
the knowledge being gleaned in 
the Center’s laboratories.”

Some highlights of recent
COEP initiatives:
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AS PART OF ITS GRANT FROM
the NIEHS, the Center for
Environmental Health and
Susceptibility is able to con-
tribute to the hiring and salaries
of new research faculty at 
UNC-Chapel Hill. This year,
the CEHS was proud to wel-
come Dr. Marc Serre and Dr.
Julie Daniels, two bright and

dedicated young researchers
who are eager to make their
mark in this field. Dr. Serre
joined the Department of
Environmental Sciences and
Engineering, and Dr. Daniels
joined the Department of
Epidemiology. Both assistant
professors hold joint appoint-
ments to the CEHS. ■

Dr. Julie Daniels (left) and Dr. Marc Serre (right) have recently joined
the CEHS at UNC-Chapel Hill.

FOR THE COMMUNITY:
Under a supplemental grant
from the NIEHS, the COEP 
and its partners developed 
and piloted two workshops to
educate the public on ethical,
legal, and social issues involved
in environmental genomics. 
Breast Cancer, Genes, Ethics,
and the Environment is an
interactive seminar that explores
risk factors for developing
breast cancer, options for reduc-

ing risk, and
ethical
issues sur-
rounding
genetic
testing.

Genetic
Testing and

Workers: Risks and Rights
focuses on the state of the sci-
ence of genetic
testing, what
these tests
can —
and can-
not —
realistically
find, and the
rights of workers. These work-
shops were developed in part-
nership with the Breast Cancer
Coalition of North Carolina, the
North Carolina Occupational
Safety and Health Project, and
the COEP at the University of
Cincinnati. Both workshops are
available to organizations
throughout North Carolina. 
The COEP hopes to secure 
additional funding to develop
similar workshops on colon 
cancer and melanomas. ■

CEHS Helps  Bui ld  
UNC Research  Facu l t y

TWO WORKSHOPS ON ETHICAL,
legal, and social issues related to envi-
ronmental genomics are now available
to North Carolina citizens. Breast
Cancer, Genes, Ethics and the
Environment explores the interactions
of genes and the environment in the
development of breast cancer. Genetic
Testing and Workers: Rights and Risks
examines issues surrounding genetic
testing in the workplace.

To arrange a workshop, please contact Frances
Lynn at 966-7754 or erp@unc.edu.
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Connecting the Center’s 
Work to the Community,
continued from page 4
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Enr ichment  Program Br ings
Exper ts  to  UNC-Chape l  Hi l l

THE CEHS
Enrichment Program
brings world-
renowned experts 
on topics related to
environmental health
and susceptibility 
to UNC-Chapel Hill
on a regular basis 
to share their insights
and experience with
our faculty, staff, and
students. Dr. Andrew Renwick (right) of the University of
Southampton, UK, a noted expert in drug metabolism, pharmacoki-
netics, and pharmacodynamics, was doctoral research advisor to 
current CEHS member Dr. Louise Ball (left). Dr. Renwick spoke 
on “Refining Uncertainty Factors: Incorporating Scientific Data 
into Risk Assessment.” ■


